WELCOME delegates

INTRODUCE yourself plus background.
INTRODUCE workshop by explaining that today is about core transferable skills of telephone
skills.
POINT OUT:
• Telephone techniques are all about how we interact with colleagues and customers on the
phone – everything that we use to get a message across – the difficulty is that we can’t see
their face. All we have to rely on to get the message across successfully is the voice and how
we use it.
• People say that ‘first impressions’ is so important – so a professional telephone manner is
key to successful businesses and organisations.
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SHOW above slide.
REVIEW the agenda (MANUAL – page 3), mentioning the training methods you will employ,
including role play, and tackle any apprehensions they may have.
ASK delegates to complete the Knowledge/Skill Checklist (MANUAL - page 2)– the first column
to give ‘a marker’ for their skills, knowledge and experiences. Encourage honesty in the
scoring – it’s not how they’d like to be, it’s how they actually are.
EXPLAIN that we will complete the second column at the end of the workshop. This may give
them some food for thought with regard to deciding an action plan of what they would like to
do differently.
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INTRODUCE section by explaining that you would like to discuss communication in general –
what it is, where it goes wrong.
SHOW delegates above slide (REFER to manual – page 8).
DISCUSS their perception of the picture and highlighting that some people see an old woman,
some a young woman.
DISCUSS the point of the exercise in relation to communication, pointing out that:
• The other party and ourselves ‘hear’ and ‘see’ the same situation – the same picture
of the situation, the same words that are used in the picture.
• Our perception of the situation though, is driven by whether we are the recipient, or
the provider, of the communication. The differences in perception can be significantly
different.
•Also, once we see one picture, it van be that the more we try to see the other, the
more our perception is reinforced with the first picture.
MENTION the husband and wife, who were shopping for a piece of furniture and looked into a
department store window where there was the required piece of furniture. She says: “That’s
good”, and he also says : “That is good!” – but they were looking at two different things –
same three piece suite – but she was looking at the colour and style, and he was looking at
the price!
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REVIEW above slide.
EXPLAIN this is a useful way of deciding which method to use the more emotional the more
human contact is required. Some organisations have also banned the use of email for anything
other than hard factual info if it is at all subjective or requires an answer they must speak over
the telephone or face to face. E.g. Liverpool Council / Essex Police Force one day a week.
DISCUSS use of email and inappropriate forms of communication in the organisation.
DISCUSS the communication methods used in organisation and how delegates use these
communication methods – Are they the most appropriate?
MENTION that you are much more likely to get the result you want when going to see the
person or phoning than firing off an email e.g. when chasing information / paperwork from
another department.
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Pronunciation
Sometimes you have to imagine you’re talking to someone for which English is not their first
language.

Pace
QUIZ correct Pace before revealing the above. You may want to get them to pick a passage of
text from the manual and read it to themselves as if they were talking on the phone. Time
them for 30 seconds, then ask them to count the number of words spoken. Double the figure
to get at the number of words per minute.
Q Why would you slow down your speech even further?
• Had a strong regional accent
• Person is old, hard of hearing

• Lot of technical detail
• They’re having to write things down
Q Why would you vary pace?
• Adds interest to voice

• Go slow for emphasis
• Go faster for enthusiasm
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Q What can happen if we are not prepared to take a
call?
The person can appear flustered, they could drop the telephone and could even say the wrong
company name completely.

Q What impression does would that create?
Unprofessional, lacks in confidence and may come across as `sloppy’ - as if they simply do not
care.
Q What can you do to prepare to make or take a call?

DISCUSS then REVEAL slide.
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EXERCISE: QUESTION DETECTIVE
EXPLAIN that:-

• We will do a 5 minute ‘Question Detective’ Exercise.
• You will be given a problem to solve.
• Without conferring, think of ONE question EACH to ask (TWO if less than 4 delegates) to
help solve the problem on the slide you are about to show.

SHOW above slide and REFER to manual – page 18.
ALLOW 5 mins
FLIP UP questions, as delegates shout them out, noting:• Put closed questions in one ( untitled) column, and open questions in another.
• Don’t answer any questions until all are listed.
ANSWER questions in CLOSED column first, then the OPEN questions.
Q What does the exercise teach you about asking questions?
A It is the OPEN type of questions which illicit the most information. The questions which give
YES or NO answers are CLOSED.
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Q How do you think the stats change?
A REVEAL above slide
The choice of words and use of voice play an even bigger part now. Active listening is a key
support to this.
ASK:Q What is the difference between HEARING and LISTENING?

A
• HEARING is physiological - an AWARENESS of an aural message
• LISTENING is a mental process - an UNDERSTANDING of the message - showing that you
have taken it on board. It’s an acquired skill.
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3 STEPS TO ASSERTIVE BEHAVIOUR
REVIEW above slide, referring to manual – page 33.
EMPHASISE that Step 1 is the bit we all tend to miss out
ASK delegates for some possible STEP 1 phrases:
• “I understand that you are ….”
• “I appreciate what you’re saying however ….”
• “I understand where you’re coming from ….”
• “On one hand I agree with you, on the other hand ……
• “I can see that you’re angry ….”
• “I can see it puts you under a lot of pressure however if you can provide this for me, I’ll be
able to get you some results by the end of the week. What do you think?”
• “I understand your point and I think a lot of it makes sense. My only concern is with the
quality issue. Tell us more about how we would monitor it”
GIVE the following examples:Your manager is explaining a procedure to you so that you can put it into practice. It is quite technical,
and you are having a problem taking it in. You say:
Step 1: I can see most of what to do however ……..
Step 2: I’m feeling really overwhelmed with all this information ………
Step 3: can we go over it one more time, more slowly?
OR
you are desperate to get a piece of work finished, but a colleague who is not under pressure keeps
distracting you with tales from his weekend …..
Step 1: Look John, I am interested in hearing about your weekend, however …..
Step 2: I‘ve really got to get this finished for Sophie …….
Step 3: tell me more at lunch time
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